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Analysis of Allele Specific Expression — A Survey
Feng Gu; and Xue Wang
Abstract: Allele specific expression is essential for cellular programming and development and the diversity of
cellular phenotypes. Traditional analysis methods utilize RNA and depend on single nucleotide polymorphisms,
thus to suffer from limited amount of materials for analysis. The rapid development of next-generation sequencing
technologies provides more comprehensive and powerful approaches to analyze the genomic, epigenetic, and
transcriptomic data, and further to detect and measure allele specific expressions. It will potentially enhance the
understanding of the allele specific expressions, their complexities, and the effect on biological processes. In this
paper, we extensively review the state-of-art enabling technologies and tools to analyze, detect, and measure allele
specific expressions, compare their features, and point out the future trend of the methods.
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Introduction

Allele Specific Expression (ASE) is the phenomena
that two alleles of the same loci are expressed
differently due to epigenetic modification, cis-acting
genetic variation, and post transcription modification.
In extreme situations, one of the two alleles is totally
silenced, while in other situations it is repressed. ASE
is essential for cellular programming and development
and the diversity of cellular phenotypes[1, 2] . In genomic
imprinting, the allele is expressed in a parent-of-originspecific manner[3, 4] . On the other hand, stochastic
selection randomly chooses the silenced or repressed
allele[5] . The probabilistic nature of stochastic selection
is important to physiological regulation in immune
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systems[6] . Extensive research has been done to
detect and measure allele specific expressions[7–10]
experimentally, followed by computational approaches.
The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is used to
amplify DNA or cDNA copies across different orders
of magnitude, leading to huge number of copies of a
DNA sequence. It was developed by Kary Mullis[11, 12]
and has been popularly used in medical and biological
research. PCR is also a popular tool to study allele
specific expression, which is called AS-PCR[13] . ASPCR is based on single-nucleotide variations and
needs to know the knowledge of a DNA sequence in
advance. In AS-PCR, a specific primer is designed
to match or mismatch one of the alleles at its 3’-end
so that we can selectively amplify one of the alleles
to detect Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP). ASPCR is widely utilized in numerous applications,
such as genetic disorder[14] , microbiology[15] , plants[16] ,
pharmacokinetics[17] , and disease detection[18] . Various
innovative approaches have been developed to enhance
AS-PCR, including primer design enhancement[19] ,
allele specific amplification improvement[16] , and allele
specificity increase[20] . However, AS-PCR is usually
applied in low-throughput situations although some
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improved methods have been combined into AS-PCR
for high-throughput applications[21] . Another similar
analysis technique is the Ribonuclease Protection Assay
(RPA), in which a specific antisense riboproble is
generated to finally isolate and analyze the protected
RNA. It can be used to detect single base changes
between a probe from one species and RNA from
a divergent species, thus to analyze allele specific
expressions[22] . One of its representative applications
is to detect allele specific expression of the mouse H19
gene[23] .
To measure the high-throughput allele specific
expression, microarray-based approaches have been
developed, in which SNPs within the coding regions
of transcripts are used to examine the allele expression
imbalance. Therefore, we can measure relative
expression from each allele using oligonucleotide
probes to distinguish two alleles for SNPs in genomic
DNA. This makes the genome wide evaluation of ASE
feasible. A number of microarray-based studies have
been conducted to quantify allele specific expression
in the high-throughput manner. Gunderson et al.[24]
developed an array-based whole-genome genotyping
assay without PCR and concluded that the accuracy was
comparable to that of high-performance PCR-based
genotyping assays. Liu et al.[25] quantified ASE in a
genome-wide manner and investigated the application
of SNP microarray by exploring the data of primary
tissues with RNA and DNA profiles. Other related
microarray methods can be found in Refs. [26–30].
With the application of next generation sequencing
technology, people are able to study biological systems
with high throughput, scalability, and speed. Next
generation sequencing allows for the identification
and analysis of allele specific expression in genomes.
However, one of the primary challenges is the
high computational cost to investigate the large
dataset. To overcome this limitation, related methods,
algorithms, and tools have been developed to improve
the speed and efficiency. In Ref. [31], authors
compared two computational methods for identification
of allele-specific expression based on next generation
sequencing data, including mapping bias on allele
specific expression identification and normalizing RNA
allelic ratio with the parallel genomic allelic ratio, and
the latter modifies reference genome to make read
carry alleles with the same chance to be mapped.
Sensitivity and specificity of both of the methods
were compared, and the associated applications were
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analyzed. Mayba et al.[32] developed a method to
detect allele specific expression using RNA-seq data
that aggregates information across multiple nucleotide
variation loci to obtain a gene-level measure of
allele specific expression. The proposed approach has
been used to observe allele specific expression in
cancer samples. Large-scale analysis of allelic gene
expression in human was conducted as well. Lo et
al.[33] examined allele-specific gene expression of 1063
transcribed SNPs and confirmed the allelic variation
by real-time quantitative PCR experiments. This work
showed the common existence of variation of gene
expression between alleles, possibly the reason of
human variability.
Due to the computation speed and efficiency demand
of high throughput sequences, professional tools or
platforms are needed to detect and evaluate allele
specific expressions in the genomes. A computational
pipeline called AlleleSeq[34] was developed to study
allele-specific expression and binding, differences
between the maternally and paternally derived alleles.
The pipeline firstly constructs a diploid personal
genome from genomic sequence variants of a family
trio, and then maps functional genomic data onto this
personal genome. Another tool is MBASED[32] , a
program using meta-analysis to detect allele-specific
expression. This program implements MBASED
algorithm for ASE detection from RNA count data.
The allele accounts are integrated into a gene-specific
measure of allele specific expression, and simulations
are used to access the statistical significance of
observed allele specific expression. Other tools
include the statistical framework to test hypotheses
of allele-specific gene expression from RNA-seq
data[35] , iASeq, integrating multiple chi-seq datasets
to detect allele-specific binding[36] , Allim, a tool to
measure allele-specific gene expression with RNA-seq
data[37] , and ASEQ, a tool to perform gene-level
allele-specific expression analysis without paternal and
maternal genome data[38] . With the advancement of
new computing technologies, the related framework
has been proposed to be used in bioinformatics areas,
such as allele specific expression. A genome analysis
toolkit was designed using MapReduce framework
to analyze next generation sequencing data[39] . From
the above work, we find that most of the developed
tools are designed for high throughput sequencing
applications. Therefore, the associated algorithms
and methods are essential for effective and efficient
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analysis of allele-specific expression, especially for
next generation sequencing.
To effectively and efficiently analyze and detect allele
specific expression, quite a large number of algorithms
have been designed. One of the common approaches is
to use statistical test, such as binomial and chi-square,
to determine if the allele specific reads approach to
the expected portion[40–42] . The regression is another
one of the most popularly used approaches for analysis
of allele specific expression. Fu et al.[43] used parental
RNA-seq reads to find maternal and paternal versions
of transcript sequences, and then estimate abundance
levels of transcripts based on a modified lasso linear
regression model. To improve the estimates, Bayesian
models have been developed to analyze allele specific
expression[35, 44, 45] . These methods mainly focused on
error variance handling in the statistical models. A
recent study designed a Bayesian Poisson-Gamma
model to analyze allele specific expression, which
incorporated genome ambiguity and map bias[46] . The
expectation-maximization algorithm was adopted to
analyze allelic expression imbalance, in which a
formal statistical framework was proposed to test
if a candidate polymorphism was related to allelic
expression differences[47] . Jeong et al.[48] proposed
an algorithm to precisely and accurately quantify the
relative expression of each allele using differential
melting properties of DNAs. Since each single melting
reaction generated multiple points for analysis, the
proposed algorithm had high precision. From the
existing methods and algorithms, we know that most of
the approaches fall into the statistical category and we
will focus on the statistical approaches and the existing
developed tools and packages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces categories of analysis of allele specific
expression. Section 3 describes methods to identify
allele specific expression at SNV level with or without
matching genomic DNA. Section 4 presents approaches
to identify allele specific expression at gene or transcript
level. Section 5 depicts the way to reduce the read
mapping bias in next generation sequencing. Section
6 outlines the current software packages for allele
specific expression analysis. Section 7 summarizes the
work and points out the future research direction in
analysis of allele specific expression. Depending on
the context, the terms SNP and SNV could be used
interchangeably.

2
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Methods and Applications of Allele
Specific Expression

In the analysis of allele specific expression, many
problems fall into various categories by their
identifications for different types of data available.
We can identify allele specific expression at SNP
level with and without matching genomic data, and
at gene or transcript level. To alleviate the bias in
quantifying ASE due to reading mapping bias, we
have two approaches, using a matching genomic DNA
data or modifying reference genome sequence. Related
methods and their applications are surveyed and listed
in Table 1.
In the table, we know that there are three main
categories of the analysis methods for allele specific
expression. In the SNP level identification, the matching
genomic DNA may be available or not. The associated
applications include SNP discovery, tissue specific cis
regulation, molecular and population genetic studies,
genetic effects in cellular processes, and diversity
in individual cells of human. Related information
can be found in Table 1. By integrating SNP level
identification, we can detect and analyze allele specific
expression at gene level. Some existing work includes
using multiple SNP variations to obtain gene level
measure of allele specific expression, evaluating
allelic imbalance, exploring allele specific imbalance,
investigating transcript abundance, detecting allelic
bias in genes, implementing control strategy of
diseases, and understanding mechanism of toxin
resistance. In next generation sequencing, reading bias
is an important factor for allele specific expression
analysis. To decrease it, many various approaches
have been proposed, including constructing enhanced
reference genomes, identifying related properties
of differentiating sites, and estimating the residual
mapping bias. Table 1 summarizes the searched
literatures and applications in three different categories
of allele specific expression identification. We will
provide more details regarding each category in the
following sections.

3

Identify Allele Specific Expression at SNP
Level with or Without Matching Genomic
DNA

Genomic DNA is useful in calling SNPs and
increasing the accuracy of allele specific expression
detection. Firstly, a variety of biological events could
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Table 1
Methods

SNP level

Gene or
transcript
level

Reduce
reading
mapping
bias

Methods and applications of allele specific expression.

Associated applications
Impact of SNP variation on the reliability of read-mapping in the ASE detection[49] ;
RNA allelotyping methods to quantitatively interrogate allele specific gene expression[50] ;
Solexa-based method to perform large number of ASE assay using only a single lane of a Solexa flowcell[51] ;
Measure allele specific expression to identify allelic difference in transcript structure[52] ;
Construct a diploid personal genome sequence and identify allele specific events[34] ;
Access allele specific transcription of about 4000 human genes and find the widespread monoallelic expression on
human autosomes[6] ;
Identify the cis-acting components of expression variation by the mapping of differences in allelic expression[28] .
Meta-analysis based allele specific expression detection using RNA-seq data that aggregates information across
multiple SNV variation loci to obtain a gene level measure of ASE[32] ;
Evaluate allelic imbalance at the SNP transcript level and flags transcripts with significant opposite directional allele
specific expression[53] ;
Use RNA-seq to explore allele specific expression in adipose tissue of male and female F1 mice[8] ;
Investigate the transcript abundance of six individual, highly homologous allele of a ploy polygalacturonase-inhibiting
protein gene from octoploid strawberry[54] ;
Detect paternal or maternal allelic bias in the expression of several genes and transcripts[55] ;
Identify specific genes that influence Marek’s disease in order to optimally implement the control strategy[56] ;
Understand the mechanism of Bt resistance for pest control to identify related allele specific expression involved in
insect resistance to Bt toxins[57] .
Investigate the impact of SNP variation on the reliability of read-mapping in the context of detecting allele specific
expression[58] ;
Compare two different methods to reduce the effect of mapping bias on allele specific expression identification[31] ;
Construct an enhanced reference genome to reduce the reading-mapping biases[59] ;
Use a personalized diploid reference genome to improve mapping accuracy and reduce the bias toward reference
allele[60] ;
Identify properties of differentiating sites for biased measures of relative allele specific expression to improve
accuracy of measured ASE[61] ;
Combine two strategies to account for the mapping biases and the simulation tool is used to estimate the residual
mapping bias[37] ;
Provide guidelines for correcting and filtering mapping biases and develop the framework to reduce the bias[62] .

contribute to the observed allele imbalance. For
example, DNA copy number variation and gene fusion
are two types of events that modify genomic DNA
structure. Thus, the allele imbalance in expression
data might be actually due to the modification of
genomic DNA. Secondly, the expression data is prone
to technique bias due to sequence composition of
genomic regions and mapping algorithms. The observed
reference and alternative allele signal difference might
not originate from allele specific expression events but
from such bias. Therefore, when genomic DNA data
is available, it could be utilized to reduce false positive
hits.
In situations where matching genomic DNA data
are not available, allele specific expression could be
identified from expression data alone. However, as
mentioned beforehand, the identified “allele specific
expression events” here could actually include other
biological events and are more prone to technique bias.

Using expression data alone, binomial test and chisquare goodness of fit test are commonly applied.
Springer and Stupar[58] developed quantitative allelic
specific expression assay and determined relative
expression of alleles in cDNA of three biological
replicates. These allele specific expression assays were
also applied to examine the three matching genomic
DNA samples. To detect allele specific expression, twotailed homoscedastic variance t test was applied to 3
cDNA replicates vs. 3 genomic DNA replicates below.
Homoscedastic t test
Group 1
Group 2
H0
H1

i
i
Xmaternal,RNA
=Xpaternal,RNA
;1 6 i
i
i
Xmaternal,DNA =Xpaternal,DNA
;1 6 i

63
63
Mean of group 1 equals mean of group 2
Mean of group 1 does not equal mean of group 2

where 1 6 i 6 3 denote the i -th replicate, X is the
expression signal intensity.
Another study screened 7 individuals’ cDNA and
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genomic DNA samples using Affymetrix HuSNP oligo
arrays[33, 63] . To test ASE, allele ratio was computed as
f =.1 f /, where f is reference allele intensity. 602
SNP loci were heterozygous in at least one individual
and are in transcribed region. These SNP loci were
then tested for ASE. Among the 602 SNP loci, 39 are
heterozygous in at least 5 genomic DNA samples. 95%
confidence intervals were computed for each of these 39
SNPs and the average confidence interval was between
0.5 and 2.0. The interval [0.5, 2.0] was used to select
SNPs that showed significant ASE below.
Confidence interval method
Observed allele ratio
f D Intensityref =Intensityalt
Confidence interval of f
[0.5, 2.0]
ASE
f > 2:0 or f < 0:5

In Ref. [64], read counts for alleles are available
from sequencing of RNA and genomic DNA samples,
without replicated samples. Chi-square test was applied
to the contingency table of reference allele and
alternative allele read counts in genomic DNA, and
reference allele and alternative allele read counts in
cDNA. For an SNP locus, let Xref;RNA and Xalt;RNA
be the read counts supporting reference allele and
alternative allele from cDNA; Xref;DNA and Xalt;DNA
be the read counts supporting reference allele and
alternative allele from genomic DNA as shown below.
2  2 contingency table and chi-square test
RNA
DNA
Total
Ref allele Xref;RNA (a) Xref;DNA (b)
aCb
Alt allele Xalt;RNA (c) Xalt;DNA (d)
cCd
Total
aCc
bCd
aCbCcCd
.ad bc/2 .a C b C c C d /
Test statistics 2 .1/ D
.a C b/ .c C d / .b C d / .a C c/

In the same study, when the SNP locus identified in
cDNA sample did not have sufficient read coverage in
genomic DNA sample, binomial test was applied to test
ASE event for that SNP as shown below.
Binomial test
Number of of trials
Xref;RNA C Xalt;RNA
Number of success
Xref;RNA
H0
Success rate is 0.5
H1
Success rate ¤ 0.5

Similarly, in Refs. [34, 58], the read counts of
reference and alternative alleles were obtained from
RNA-seq followed by read mapping. p-value of allele
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specific expression event of an SNP was calculated
assuming that the null distribution of reference allele
read counts is binomial with success rate 0.5.
In Ref. [65], heterozygous SNVs were identified from
tumor RNA-seq samples. They were filtered out if they
are in copy number variation region or have less than
20 mapped reads. For remaining SNVs, the authors
obtained read counts for reference allele (Xref;RNA / and
alternative allele (Xalt;RNA /. They calculated the allele
ratio as the number of reads supporting reference allele
divided by total number of reads. Chi-square goodnessof-fit was applied to test if the allele ratio deviates from
0.5 as shown below.
Chi-square goodness-of-fit test
Observed allele ratio
Xref;RNA = .Xref;RNA C Xalt;RNA /
Expectation
0:5
H0
True allele ratio is 0.5
H1
True allele ratio is not 0.5
.Xref;RNA 0:5/2
Test statistics
2 .1/ D
0:5

False discovery rate was computed using different
methods, including Benjamini-Hochberg method, using
biological replicates and explicit simulation procedures.
An FDR cutoff of 5% was applied to determine SNVs
of ASE. In the same study, the authors also developed
method to identify ASE of the whole gene or whole
transcript, which will be discussed in next section.

4

Identify Allele Specific Expression at Gene
or Transcript Level

Most of existing approaches for allele specific
expression detection are based on individual SNP or
SNVs. To better understand allele specific expression
events at gene level and to increase statistical power,
SNP/SNV level allele specific expression information
could be aggregated. While analyses integrating
individual SNPs/SNVs draw attention only recently,
more straightforward approaches were observed in
many early allele specific expression detection methods.
4.1

ASARP

To detect whole gene-level ASE events in tumor
samples from RNA-seq data, the ASARP (Allelic
Specific Alternative mRNA Processing)[65] approach
simply required that all heterozygous SNVs with read
coverage > 20 in the gene (needs at least two such
SNVs) have ASE events. The SNV level ASE events
were identified if the p-value in chi-square goodness-
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of-fit test is < 0.05.
In addition to gene-level ASE detection, this study
also developed an approach to detect transcript-level
ASE. As a gene might have several transcripts due
to alternative splicing events, there are situations that
some transcripts have ASE events but not the others.
The authors named the phenomena Allele-Specific
Alternative Splicing (ASAP). To detect such transcript
level ASE event, the authors designed the following
procedures as shown in Fig. 1.
(1) If the gene of interest has no whole gene level
ASE pattern, check if it has an SNV lying within an
exon that is alternatively spliced.
(2) Check if the gene has a control SNV in another
exon. The control SNV should have at least 20 read
coverage and no ASE pattern.
(3) Check if the allelic reads count of the two SNVs,
the selected SNV, and its corresponding control SNV
are significantly different by Fisher’s exact test, and the
allelic ratios of the two SNVs differ by at least 0.2.
(4) If the gene satisfies (1) – (3), it is categorized as
associated with allele specific alternative splicing.
4.2

Hierarchical Bayesian model

Reference [35] developed a flexible hierarchical
Bayesian model to detect ASE at gene level based on
RNA sample and genomic DAN sample. The genomic
DNA sample was first used to estimate dispersion
parameters in null model where no gene has ASE.

Fig. 1 Simplified version of flow chart to determine ASARP
events in a gene, reproduced from original publication.
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Then with RNA-seq data, for each SNP, a betabinomial model Beta-binomial(n; p; e) was used to
model the read count distribution, where n is the read
coverage, p is the mean amount of ASE, and e is
the dispersion around the mean. Furthermore, p and
e follow mixture beta distributions, with parameters
estimated previously from genomic DNA and other
unknown parameters. Using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation, the posterior probability
that a gene shows ASE pattern was computed. The
authors also demonstrated that the False Discovery
Rate (FDR) correlated well with the true FDR using
simulated data. We outlined here the main stages of
this algorithm. It is noted that this algorithm requires
the knowledge of individual diploid genome sequences.
Input: RNA-seq reads and genomic DNA reads that
were mapped to individual diploid genome sequences.
Stage I: Estimate over-dispersion parameters using
genomic DNA data.
(a) Using genomic DNA reads to identify biased
SNPs and filtered out these SNPs.
The model for identifying biased SNPs is
Xj j0 ; ˛; ı;   0  Beta-binomial.Nj ; ˛; ˛/C
.1 0 /  Beta-binomial.Nj ; ı; /;
where j means the j-th SNV, and Nj is the read
coverage, and Xj is the read count of the maternal
allele. On the right side, the first component with
0 represents the fraction of SNVs having equal
probability to receive mapped read supporting maternal
allele or paternal allele. The second component 1 0
is used to capture loci that have unequal probabilities
to receive maternal allele reads or paternal allele
reads. MCMC method was used to get the estimated
O and O . And posterior probability of
parameters ;
O ˛;
O ı;
an SNV locus being biased is
Pr.biasedjXj / D
O O /  .1 O 0 /
dbetabin.Xj ; Nj ; ı;
;
O  /.1 O 0 /Cdbetabin.Xj ;Nj ;ı;O
O  /O 0
dbetabin.Xj ;Nj;ı;O
where dbetabin is the probability density function
of Beta-binomial distribution. If the probability
Pr.biasedjXj / > 0:5; the SNP was identified as biased
SNP and then filtered out.
(b) Using the unbiased SNPs to estimate parameters
a and d:
For gene i and SNP j , the read count Xi;j is
Xi;j jpi ; ei  Beta-binomial.Ni;j ; pi ; ei /;
where pi is the expectation of ASE of gene i ranging
from 0 to 1, ei is the dispersion parameter.
pi  Beta .˛; ˛/ ; ei  Beta .1; d / ;
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where Beta .; / stands for beta distribution, ˛ is a
Log-Normal distribution, and d is an exponential
distribution. MCMC method was used to get the
estimation aO and dO .
Stage II: Detect ASE using RNA-seq reads.
Modeling RNA-seq reads count in a similar way as
for genomic DNA reads, the authors derived that
Pr .ASE in gene ijmaternal read count in gene i / D
S
1X
p.ASE in gene ijpis ; eis ;  s / D
S sD1
S
1X
dbeta.pis jf s ; g s /dbeta.eis j1; hs /.1
S sD1

dbeta.pis jf s ; g s /dbeta.eis j1; hs /.1

0s /=

0s /C

s
O s
dbeta.pis ja/dbeta.e
O
i j1; d /0 ;

where S is the number of draws in MCMC simulation,
 D .f; g; h; 0 /. aO and dO are estimated previously
using genomic DNA, 0  Unif .0; 1/, f , g, and h are
also probability distributions.
4.3

MBASED

Recently, meta-analysis was adapted in MBASED
(Meta-analysis Based Allele-Specific Expression
Detection)[32] . MBASED is designed to take sequencing
read counts with an emphasis of tumor samples. It is
designed for both single sample of RNA expression and
two-sample allele specific expression detection, where
two samples could consist of tumor tissue RNA and
normal tissue RNA from the same individual or RNA
and genomic DNA from the same individual. MBASED
could handle but does not require the knowledge of
haplotypes. If the haplotypes are provided by the user,
MBASED calculated p-values of being an ASE gene
based on statistics with Gaussian distribution under
certain assumptions. Otherwise, it estimated p-value
of being an ASE gene using simulated data. Since in
most of the cases, the haplotypes are unknown, we
summarize MBASE algorithm assuming unknown
haplotypes.
In single sample situation, the alleles having more
read counts were designated as from the same “major”
haplotype. While this assumption might not be 100%
accurate, it works reasonable well as demonstrated by
the authors. Following a framework of DerSimonian
and Laird[66] meta-analysis implemented in R meta
package, the read counts of “major” haplotype alleles
were transformed into scores whose distributions had
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the same mean under null hypothesis that no ASE
was in gene. These scores were weighed by total read
coverage and integrated into gene-level score. In twosample situation, one of the samples was designated
as reference sample, and the other as test sample.
Reference sample and test sample were not symmetric
in that the “major” haplotype alleles were determined
based on the reference sample. Analogous to one
sample analysis, SNV level scores were integrated into
gene level score for two samples separately, and the
difference of the two samples gave the final allele
specific expression score.
Next, we present the main procedures of MBASED
to detect single-sample gene level ASE, skipping the
read mapping step and the filtering step which removed
problematic SNVs as displayed in Fig. 2. Please note
that for each SNV, users are allowed to input zero, one
or both of the following two parameters — pre-existing
allele bias f and over-dispersion . The procedures
MBASED performed internally are slightly different to
different input types of parameters.
(1) Model read counts.
Assuming there is no ASE in gene, for each SNV,
the read count of “major” haplotype alleles is modeled
using Beta-binomial distribution,
XSNV  Beta-binomial .nSNV ; f; / ;
where XSNV is the number of reads supporting

Fig. 2

Flowchart of single-sample MBASED algorithm.
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the allele of higher read counts, nSNV is the read
coverage, f is the pre-existing allele bias ranging
between [0, 1], and  is the overdispersion. The Betabinomial is composed of binomial and beta distribution
such that the probability of success at each trial in
binomial distribution follows beta distribution. When
 D 0, Beta-binomial distribution reduces to binomial
distribution. When  D 0 and f D 0:5, it is the
binomial with success rate 0.5. Compared with
binomial distribution, Beta-binomial is a better model
for biological data, as it could model the over-dispersion
of biological data.
(2) For each SNV, transform read counts. When
 D 0 and f D 0:5, for each SNVs of the same gene,
the following transformation gives ZSNV such that when
there is no ASE, for SNVs from the same gene, their
means are the same and variance is approximately
1= .nSNV C 0:5/.
s
s
!
!
X
X
C
1
SNV
SNV
ZSNV D sin 1
Csin 1
:
nSNV C 1
nSNV C 1
When  D 0 and f ¤ 0:5, that is, f is different
for different SNVs of the same gene, the following
transformation adjusted from the original one gives
ZSNV;adj such that when there is no ASE, SNVs of
the same gene have the same mean and variance
1= .nSNV C 0:5/.
p
ZSNV,adj DZSNV 2 sin 1 . f / C 2 sin 1 .0:5/ :
When  ¤ 0 and f ¤ 0:5, transform read count as
previously defined. When there is no ASE, ZSNV,adj
in the same gene have the same mean and variance
1= .nSNV C 0:5/ C .
p
ZSNV,adj DZSNV 2 sin 1 . f / C 2 sin 1 .0:5/ :
(3) Assign weight WSNV for each ZSNV .
When  D 0 for each SNVs of the same gene,
WSNV D nSNV C 0:5:
When  ¤ 0 for some SNVs of the same gene,
nSNV C 0:5
:
WSNV D
1 C  .nSNV C 0:5/
(4) Integrate SNV level score into gene level score.
When f D 0:5 for each SNV of the same gene, the
following Zgene is normally distributed whose mean
and variance could be easily calculated from individual
ZSNV .
X
.WSNV  ZSNV /
Zgene D

SNV

X
SNV

:
.WSNV /

When  ¤ 0:5,
X
.WSNV  ZSNV,adj /
Zgene D

SNV

X
.WSNV /

:

SNV

(5) Estimate the ASE level.
Based on Zgene and ng , MBASED uses FreemanTukey back-transformation to get the proportion of
expressed major haplotype (ASE level).
TFT D max.FT 1 .Zgene ; ng /; 1 FT 1 .Zgene ; ng //:
(6) Computer simulation to calculate p-value.
When the haplotype is known and  D 0, this step
is usually unnecessary, as ZSNV approximately follows
Gaussian distribution and so does Zgene . Otherwise,
MBASED performed simulation to estimated p-value
of ASE with user input number Nsim of desired
iterations as follows.
(a) Reference allele count xref is generated for each
SNV in a gene from Beta-binomial .nSNV ; f; /.
(b) Alternative allele count is calculated as
nSNV xref .
(c) For each SNV in the gene, assign alleles
with higher read counts to one haplotype (“major”
haplotype) and the others to “minor” haplotype.
(d) Compute major haplotype as described in
previous steps.
(e) Repeat (a) – (d) Nsim times.
(f) p value is the proportion of simulations that
generated higher ASE level than the observed ASE
level.
pD

5

Number of .Tsim;FT > TFT /
:
Nsim

Reduce Read Mapping Bias in Next
Generation Sequencing

Although next generation sequencing has been proved
an important tool for genome-wide ASE detection, it
was observed that there was a trend that reference
alleles received more mapped reads introduced at the
read mapping stage[49] and there were a set of loci that
tended to have strong ASE due to inaccurate mapping.
Consequently, there are two categories of approaches to
reduce such bias. The first uses a matching genomic
DNA data, while the second modifies reference
genome sequence[31] . The specific modification could
be masking the SNP bases, adding reference segments,
or generating another set of reference genome that
has alternative alleles. We present below each of these
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approaches.
5.1

Masking SNP bases

Reference [49] masked all known SNP positions in
human reference genome build 36.3 such that the
masked positions could be aligned to any type of
nucleotides A, T, G, or C. Two sets of raw reads,
one from real DNA fragments and one from computer
simulation, were aligned using aligner MAQ v.0.7.1 to
the original reference genome and modified genome
separately. It was found that using original reference
genome, about 52.2% of the mapped reads supported
reference allele. For 1% of the SNPs, at least 75%
of the mapped reads supported reference allele. Three
popular aligners, MAQ, BWA, and BOWTIE, were
tested and they showed a comparable degree of bias
towards reference alleles. When the modified reference
genome was used, the overall bias was eliminated.
However, it was discovered in the same study and in a
later study[67] that this elimination actually was because
the reads bias were now equally distributed in reference
alleles and alternative alleles. In other words, there
was still a similar number of SNPs that had biased
reads introduced by mapping. A closer investigation
into SNPs with strong reads mapping bias revealed that
the flanking regions of these SNPs were homologous
to other regions of the genome. While increasing read
length decreases the bias, it was still not eliminated with
read length 100.
5.2

Generating enhanced genome by adding
segments to the original genome

Reference [59] implemented an algorithm that added
new sequence segments to the reference genome
that contained alternative alleles at each known SNP
position. This algorithm performed better in reducing
the bias towards reference allele than the masking
genome method[49] , and did not require the phase
or haplotype information of the individual being
sequenced as in Ref. [34]. Assuming the read length
is r, the algorithm needs to add segments of length > r
to the original reference genome with two constraints:
(1) If an r-window in the original reference genome has
one SNP locus, add just one segment; if having k SNP
loci, add 2k
1 segments, corresponding to 2k
1
possible ways that these k SNPs could occur in a read,
and (2) any sequence of length > r from any added
segments should be unique within reference genome
and within the set of all added segments. In other words,
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there shouldn’t be another copy of that sequence.
A greedy algorithm was designed to automatically
generate and add these segments. We list here the major
steps of this algorithm, using an example of three SNP
loci for illustration as shown in Fig. 3.
(1) Suppose there are three SNP loci within r
nucleotide bases. Let 0 stand for reference allele and
1 for alternative allele. A window capturing the original
reference could be represented by Œ0; 0; 0.
(2) Figure 3 demonstrates one possible solution of
adding segments satisfying requirements (1) for any
read of length r that encompasses 0, 1, 2 or 3 of the
SNP loci, there is only one best match for that read, and
(2) segments 1–7 are unique. They are the subsequence
of themselves only. The pseudocode for this algorithm
is shown in Table 2, which was presented in the
supplemental document of the original publication.
Limiting k to no larger than 5, the added segments
were about 275 Mbp, an about 10% increase to the
original human genome build 36. Both simulated
reads and real RNA-seq reads were applied to assess
the performance of this algorithm. Simulated reads
were generated with length 35 bp, 70 bp, and 100 bp
respectively, while the real RNA-seq reads were of
length 35 bp. Those reads were mapped to human
genome build 36, SNP-masked genome, and segmentsadded genome using aligner MAQ version 0.7.1 and
BWA version 0.5.0. The results showed that the addingsegment approach consistently had a higher mappability
at different error rates and the read lengths. In terms
of reducing the overall bias towards reference reads,

Fig. 3 One possible solution of adding 7 segments to
reference genome (reproduced from original publication).
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Table 2 The pseudocode of the algorithm.
Procedure build enhanced reference
Inputs: Reference genome G, sorted list of polymorphic loci S ,
maximum read length r
Output: Enhanced reference genome G 
G*
G
for i from 1 to jSj
pos
S.i /
K
number of SNPs in the window G[pos, posCr 1]
V
list of all possible 2k 1 binary vectors of length k
such that for each v 2 V , vŒ0 D 1
for each v 2 V
start
S.i C maxfj jvŒj  D 1g/ r C 1
end pos + r – 1
E
G[start, end]
for each j that v[j ] = 1
E[S.i C j / start] NonRef(S.i C j //
end for
G
G [ E
end for
end for

the adding-segment approach did comparably well as
masking-genome approach and both were superior to
using the original genome. However, instead of truly
reducing the read mapping bias, the masking-genome
approach actually re-distributed the bias from towards
reference alleles only to equally towards reference
and alternative alleles. On the other hand, the addingsegment genome approach was able to reduce the reads
mapping compared with the other two approaches.
5.3

Generating new reference genome based on
haplotypes or parental genome

AlleleSeq method required individual RNA-seq data
and its phased variation data, including SNPs,
insertions, deletions, and structural variations. Using
the phased data of sample NA12878 as an example, it
first generated a personal diploid genome sequence. It
filtered out SNPs within Copy Number Variation (CNV)
regions. In the second part of AlleleSeq pipeline, it
mapped RNA-seq reads to the constructed maternal
and paternal sequences separately using BOWTIE. For
each heterozygous SNP locus, the number of reads
mapped to maternal sequence was compared to the
number of reads mapped to paternal sequence by
binomial test. The multiple hypothesis testing was
corrected by estimating false discovery rate through
explicit computer simulation. Furthermore, the authors
investigated in allele specific binding of transcription
factors and other DNA binding proteins adjacent to the
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transcribed region. It was shown that allele specific
binding was coordinated with ASE of the same gene.
In this study, the authors also demonstrated that using
personal genome increased reads mapping compared
with using reference genome.
Allim method required RNA-seq data from F1
offspring and genome information from both parents. It
calculated ASE for F1 offspring by counting the reads
that can be uniquely mapped to one of the parental
genotypes. However, although the usage of parental
genomes reduced the read mapping bias, the authors
still observed that some genes had significant more
reads mapped to one of the parents. A procedure was
conducted to estimate the so-called residual mapping
bias — the same amount of reads was randomly
generated from both parents, and the reads mapping
bias was estimated for each gene. Then for each
gene, residual mapping bias of allele expression was
corrected. The corrected allele expression was then used
for statistical testing of ASE event. Two statistical tests
were implemented in Allim to test ASE of genes or
exons. G test was applied for samples without replicate
which may overstate the statistical significances due to
the lack of source of variance estimation. For samples
with replicates, ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) test
was applied. In addition, Allim normalized expression
using TMM factor method.
When the parental genomes were not known, Allim
asked for SNPs from both parents and a reference
genome, based on which Allim will construct parental
genomes. If even parental SNP information was
unavailable, Allim asked for RNA-seq data or DNA-seq
data for both parents, and a reference genome. It then
used GSNAP program to align RNA-seq or DNA-seq
reads to the reference genome, and identified a set of
common SNPs in both parents. Eventually two parental
genomes were constructed using the reference genome
and the SNP information and were then used as the
reference genomes.

6
6.1

Tools for Analysis of Allele Specific
Expression
Software packages

To facilitate the research in allele specific expression,
many computational tools and platforms have been
developed to analyze, detect, and evaluate allele
specific expression. They were designed for various
applications using different approaches. For example,
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ALEA is the computational toolbox for allele specific
epigenomics analysis developed by the Canada’s
Michael Smith Genome Science Center[68] . WASP[69] ,
an allele-specific software package developed by
Pritchard Lab at Stanford University, is mainly
used for identifying molecular quantitative trait loci
using next generation sequencing data. Some of the
tools are only used for allele specific detection,
and others are designed for multiple allele specific
events. AlleleSeq[34] , developed by Gerstein Lab at
Yale University, can identify the events of allele
specific expression and binding, further study the
interaction between them. In addition, the provided
software packages are implemented by a number of
programming languages including R, Java, Python, and
the combination of several languages. Furthermore,
the developers provide web-based version for users
to easily access the software. A software WaSP[70] ,
developed by Genome Institute, BIOTEC, can be
used to detect SNPs and mutations with allele-specific
primers. In Table 3 we investigate some of the
tools and packages available for users and list their
associated information so that researchers can choose
the appropriate platform to achieve their research goals.
From the above table, we know that most of the
software packages are free for researchers’ use and
maintained by the research groups. Some of them
were designed for specific applications, and others
were used to design specific primers to detect SNPs
and mutations online. Many packages adopted R and
Python for their implementations. Next we will present
some of software packages, including WaSP, AlleleSeq,
MBASED, and eXpress.
6.2

WaSP

WaSP is a web-based allele specific primer designing
tool, which is used to design allele specific primers
to detect SNPs and mutations. This tool helps
scientists collect necessary information regarding target
polymorphisms by providing a local SNP database with
more than 10 million SNPs of different populations
from public domain databases, including NCBI dbSNP,
HapMan, and JSNP. To enhance the specificity of
allele specific primers, WaSP uses various destabilizing
effects by introducing on deliberate mismatch at the
penultimate base of AS primers for the improvement.
Furthermore, WaSP provides graphical user interface
to allow users to select SNPs and display the designed
primers and conditions. WaSP is composed of four main
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components, including input, input parse, AS-PCR
assay analysis, and GUI. The input parse component
translates the inputs for analysis. The AS-PCR assay
analysis component designs the primer according to
the parsed results. GUI is used to display the input
interface and show the searched results and the designed
primers and conditions. More details can be found in
Ref. [70].
WaSP accepts two types of input, including key
searches (Section A) and SNPs with flanking sequences
(Section B). In addition, users can adjust primer picking
parameters in Section C. After the input is selected from
the database or users, we can submit them and obtain
the resulting AS primer and PCR conditions. As one of
the initial approaches, ASC PCR is still popularly used
in allele specific expression analysis. Therefore, WaSP
simplifies the design of AS primers and provides easy
access to scientists comparing to other applications and
tools which need specific environments like Python and
R. We believe this is the future trend for other tools to
be web-based and user friendly.
6.3

AlleleSeq

AlleleSeq is a computational pipeline to study allele
specific expression and allele specific binding, the
differences between the maternally and paternally
derived alleles. AlleleSeq studies allele specific events
by a computational pipeline, which constructs a
diploid personal genome from genomic sequence
variants of a family trio including SNPs, indels,
and structural variants, and then maps functional
genomic data onto this personal genome. AlleleSeq
can handle the whole genome sequencing data,
the whole transcriptome sequencing data, and the
targeted sequencing data. To use AlleleSeq, we
have to load its environment module in Linux. For
example, at Biowulf of NIH[78] , after loading the
environment, the available commands can be accessed
from the shell including ace2sam, bamcheck, bcftools,
cnvnator, cnvnators2VCF, filter input, print addRDcpp,
samtools, vcf2snp, wgsim, and sqPBS. AlleleSeq can
accept the input of files including FASTA files, SNV
genotype files, and CNV files. A FASTA file includes a
reference genome as a basic for creating the haplotype
references for the subject, and an SNV genotype file
includes a set of SNV locations for father, mother,
and child. A CNV file contains a set of normalized
read depth values for all SNP locations from a separate
genomic sequencing experiment. The optional input file
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Table 3

Software package
ALEA

AlleleSeq

Allele workbench

AllelicImbalance

Allim

ASARP

asSeq

EMASE

eXpress

iASeq

MAMBA

MBASED

PanGEA

QuASAR

WASP

WaSP

Tools and software packages for allele specific expression.
Detailed information
Usage: Identification of significant associates between epigenetic modifications and specific allelic variants in
human and mouse cells
Environment: Java and Python
Available at http://www.bcgsc.ca/ platform/bioinfo/software/alea
Reference: see Ref. [67]
Usage: Allele specific expression and allele specific binding and their integration and coordination
Environment: Python
Available at http://alleleseq.gersteinlab. org/home.html
Reference: see Ref. [34]
Usage: Compute heterozygous SNPs, build mySQL database, compute allelic imbalance, query, and display
Environment: Java
Available at https://code.google.com/p/allele-workbench/
Reference: see Ref. [53]
Usage: Provide a framework to investigate allele specific expression using RNA-seq data.
Environment: R
Available at https://github.com/pappewaio/AllelicImbalance
Reference: see Ref. [71]
Usage: Measure allele specific gene expression within species
Environment: Python
Available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/allim/
Reference: see Ref. [37]
Usage: Discover ASE/ASARP genes/SNVs and provide comprehensive analysis for ASARP with support to
different RNA-seq data
Environment: Perl
Available at https://www.ibp.ucla.edu/research/xiao/Software files/ASARP/doc/index.html
Reference: see Ref. [63]
Usage: Perform eQTL mapping using total expression and/or allele specific expression
Environment: R and C
Available at http://www.bios.unc.edu/weisun/software/asSeq.htm
Reference: see Ref. [72]
Usage: Quantify allele specific expression and gene expression simultaneously from RNA-seq data
Environment: Python
Available at https://github.com/jax-cgd/emase
Reference: see Ref. [72]
Usage: Quantify a set of targeted sequences from sampled subsequences including allele specific expression
analysis
Environment: C++, Cloud version is available
Available at http://bio.math.berkeley.edu/eXpress/index.html
Reference: see Ref. [73]
Usage: Detect allele specific events and describe correlation patters
Environment: R
Available at http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/iASeq.html
Reference: see Ref. [74]
Usage: Analyze and interpret genomics data to understand the genetic basis of biomedical traits
Environment: Python
Available at http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/rivas/mamba/
Reference: see Ref. [75]
Usage: Detect allele specific gene expression from RNA count data and use simulations to access the statistical
significance of observed ASE
Environment: R
Available at http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/devel/bioc/html/MBASED.html
Reference: see Ref. [32]
Usage: use next generation sequencing technologies to analyze gene expression and investigate allele specific
gene expression.
Environment: mainly .NET framework
Available at http://www.kofler.or.at/bioinformatics/PanGEA/Manual/index.html
Reference: see Ref. [76]
Usage: Genotype from next generation sequence read and conduct inference on allelic imbalance at
heterozygous sites.
Environment: R
Available at https://github.com/piquelab/QuASAR
Reference: see Ref. [77]
Usage: Remove allelic bias in mapped sequencing reads and identify molecular quantitative trait loci using
next generation sequencing data
Environment: Python
Available at https://github.com/bmvdgeijn/WASP/
Reference: see Ref. [69]
Usage: Design allele specific primers to detect SNPs and mutations
Environment: Web-based online
Available at http://bioinfo.biotec.or.th/WASP
Reference: see Ref. [70]
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is a BED file containing a set of binding sites for ChIPseq experiments.
To run AlleleSeq, the following steps are needed.
Firstly, we use pre-processing tools to process maternal
and paternal genomes. If necessary, the reads will
be trimmed to remove ends with errors, and then
SNP locations are converted to the standard format
describing the alleles for all heterozygous SNPs. The
filtered reads are mapped to the maternal and paternal
genomes, and two sets of mapped reads are merged into
a set based on the defined rule. Based on the mapped
reads, allele counts are obtained for each SNP location
and related other values are also computed. Finally,
an explicit computational simulation is conducted to
correct for multiple hypothesis testing, thus to calculate
the FDR. The outputs are stored in the following
files including count.txt, counts.log, FDR. txt, and
interestingHets.txt. They contain information for all
heterozygous SNV locations, about why each SNV was
significant, p-values, and associated 1-values from the
simulations, and about all SNP locations that passed all
the tests in a binding site, within range for CNV test,
and significantly asymmetric by FDR test.
Comparing to WaSP, AlleleSeq is a tool for dealing
with high throughput sequencing. It requires other tools
such as bowtie to process the input for AlleleSeq’s use.
The package was implemented by Python and mainly
worked in Linux. AlleleSeq is available at NIH Biowulf
cluster designed and built at the National Institute of
Health[78] . To use the AlleleSeq, users have to know
how to use Linux, Python, and other needed tools. The
package doesn’t offer graphical user interface.
6.4

MBASED

The package MBASED was developed to identify
instances of allele specific gene expressions in RNA
count data. It can conduct one-sample analysis and twosample analysis. For one-sample analysis, MBASED
detects deviations within the sample. However, twosample analysis identifies differences in allelic ratios
between samples. MBASED aggregates SNV-level
information into a measure of ASE for a given gene.
The ASE assessment is performed by calling the
function runMBASED(). The input object includes the
rows associated with individual SNVs and columns
associated with samples. Therefore, there are one
single column and two columns respectively for onesample analysis and two-sample analysis. The output of
MBASED contains rows with individual aselDs (gene
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or transcript names) and a single column.
In one-sample analysis, MBASED accepts the users’
data including the reference, alternative allele RNA-seq
counts and related aseIDs (gene or transcript names),
and haplotype assignment. By running the package, the
estimated major haplotype frequency (MAF), the ASE
p-value, and the inter-loci ASE variability p-value of
multi-SNV genes will be generated. In two-sample
analysis, the inputs include the reference and alternative
allele counts for both samples, and the related aseIDs
and the outputs contain the estimated MAF difference,
the ASE p-value, and the inter-loci ASE variability pvalue for multi-SNV genes.
From the above description, we know that MBASED
only depends on RNA data. The package has some
assumptions for statistical analysis and the outputs
are statistically presented. Therefore, the domain
knowledge is necessary to use this package to set up
the inputs and explain the outputs. The package is
programmed by R and users need to be familiar with
it. We also notice that no graphical user interface is
available for the package. Other technical limitations of
MBASED can be found in Ref. [32].
6.5

eXpress

eXpress is a software package to efficiently assign
probabilities for ambiguously mapping sequenced
fragments[73] . It can compute the abundances of
sequenced molecules in real time and be applied
to ChIP-seq, metagenomics, and other sequencing
data. eXpress runs on Intel computers with Linux,
Mac OS X, or Windows. C++ compiler is needed
to build it. The eXpress package will be started by
running express commands with various command
options. The package accepts input files including a
multi-FASTA file of target sequences and SAM/BAM
files of read assignments. The outputs will be saved
in files including results.xprs of target abundances,
params.xprs of parameter estimates, and varcov.xprs of
count variance-covariance. The params.xprs includes
the values of parameters estimated by eXpress, and
varcov.xprs contains the estimated variances and
covariances on the counts between pairs of targets
with shared multi-mapped reads. To run eXpress, other
related tools are needed as well, such as Bam and Boost.
eXpress can resolve ambiguous mapping in
high-throughput sequencing applications. It only
requires a set of target sequences and sequenced
fragments. Haplotyples can be used as the reference
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for allele specific expression analysis. Due to handling
high-throughput sequences, the package considers the
time complexity and memory consumption of used
algorithms. The package doesn’t provide graphical
user interface to facilitate the input and output display.
Since related supplementary software packages are
needed, it is not easily installed and run, therefore,
needs prior knowledge of C++ and other tools. Another
reason that we present this package is the availability
of its cloud version eXpress-D[69] . The cloud version
adopts Apache Spark to use enhanced resources by
cloud providers for large scale applications. With the
wide usage of cloud computing, we believe the cloud
versions of packages will be developed much more
than ever to cater to the needs of the environment.
When comparing to the above tools, we find that
most of the tools were designed catering to next
generation sequencing based applications. To the best
of our knowledge, WaSP is one of very few tools
for the allele specific PCR. Many software packages
need expertise in related programming languages and
other associated tools to run applications. Another
observation is that web-based tools are rarely available.
With the evolution of new computational technologies,
some of the software packages are updated by adding
their associated supports, such as eXpress-D, the
cloud version of eXpress. We believe that the software
packages need to improve their interfaces for easy use,
provide web-based services, integrate all the relevant
tools, and offer versions to high performance clusters
and cloud environments.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we surveyed the methods and software
packages for analysis of allele specific expression. It
provides the overview of the research methods and
applications in the allele specific expression area and
the available software tools will facilitate the research
in allele specific expression. With the development of
next generation sequencing, much more data will be
available for allele specific expression. However, the
precision of the data may be low. Therefore, more
intelligent algorithms and approaches are needed to
handle these kinds of data. For convenience, the future
designed tools should be more user friendly and webbased.
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